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Intel*varied in the
explained why the miners
acite out of control of 
tney were doing. This was 
in their policy of enlarging the movement, and it 
movement in the mines has been not only against recession and unemployment, 
but also, now, against the unions. And in this they have had the support 
of some of the local small traders, whose trading livelihoods are equally 
threatened by the closure of the nines.

, although they have been playing this fairly subtlyIrappily its 
the way the unions wanted. Because there were other groupsthat 

strikes, explained what the real situation us, and 
at Falquemont needed solidarity. The strike went 

the unions, because the miners saw through what 
precisely the risk that the unions were taking 

went against them. The

So, you have a movement which is fast developing among the miners, and 
which is tending to break dow$ the divisions imposed by the unions. At 
the same time, the main campaign slogans that have emerged from this 
movement have been for the right to work and for security of work. This 
last demand has been very important, because there are always a great 
number of accidents in the nines, and the struggle against these - the 
deliberate negligence on the part of the management - has involved a lot 
01 people.

Qu) Are tere new investments in the North and East that could absorb at 
least the younger workers that are beihg thrown out of the mines?
An) There’s been a lot of talk about these new investments. But as far 
as I can see, they just dont exist. There are a few German companies 
w'J.bh plans for factories in the East, But there’s not a hope tht they 
could absorb the present miners unemployed. The location of new industries 
in these regions is absolutely negligible.
Qu) Could you tell us a bit about the social security that's available to 
the unemployed?
An) Well, it exists. It’s paid on a monthly basis. But when you consider 
the rise in prices that’s been taking place in France over the last
couple of years, its virtually worthless.. At the same time there have 
been attempts to organise around the question of these social welfare 
payments, but it’s very difficult. Because while there’s no doubt that 
there is at themoment a great surge in unemployment, you find that it’s 
spread over a wide range of industries....it?s very diffuse.... and the 
only only real point of convergence of all these different people is at 
the unemployment office.

This is very difficult, because you don’t have a situatuon like, say,
Germany after the first world war, where the unemployed were a vast mass, 
cut in the streets and so on. Here the unemployment is much more dispersed 
much more hidden in some ways. It’s a sort of endemic unemployment.
For instance, There’s the situation of young workers. The French goernment 
has adopted a new slogan: ’formation professionelle’ - skilled training 
for young workers,that they can get themselves all sorts of skilled 
diplomas etc. and ’insert' themselves into work in a modern society1. But 
it’s a myth...a huge farce. Not only is this area of training being taken 
more and more into the hands of private capital, with the development of 
company training schemes, but what’s more, when these young people come 
out ci their colleges of advanced education, with all their so-called 
skills, all they’re offered is jobs as semi-skilled workers on production 
lines, or labouring jobs* The pattern of the labour market in France at 
this moment is precisely that there is a reduction in the number of 
skilled jobs available, and an increase in demand for semi-skilled workers 
and labourers, a demand which in large part is being filled by immigrant 
workers^ This then is the problem, More and more young people are facing 
situations of unemployment. But the position is far frm clear, because 
what you have is large numbers of young people reaching the status of 
skilled workers,..and of course, for a little while they will be prepared 
to work as semi-skilled workers. Which means working in jobs below the 
level of their qualifications.
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For example the struggle at Ferodo,
successful lock-in*
1st thinks he will find the going easy, but this turns
case at all, because you have an interlock
peasantry and the workers in the factories e Inmany cases ton .find peasants 
coming to actively support a strike by bringing food to the factory, and 
this sometimes develops in very important ways - as was the case with the 
town of Nantes in 1958, and with the resent strike at Batiguolles. This new 
solidarity between French workers and peasants is something very important 
in the French context, because up till the point where the peasants began 
to be destroyed as such, they had always represented one of themost react
ionary forces in Freeh political life.

because you have an interlo

inthe West (at Caen) led to a very
Now what you have here is a region where the capital- 

out r.ot to be the 
king of the struggles of the small 

Inmany cases ton .find peasants

Qu) What sorts of options are open to French capitalism to manoeuvre and 
break up the work-force - for instance could you talk about mobility of 
the work-force within France?
An) Well, one very impotant factor is the at t emt being made by capital and 
the State to disperse the Parisian working class - move them outo This is 
a very complex process that works on the one hand at the level of rising

nts and anti-working class housing policies, and on the other with the 
centralisation of factories to regions outside Paris* This is a move

that is being very carefully planned. Because Paris has what they call the 
Ped Belt - highly industrialised suberbs, with a very militant working 
class* These workers had originally been moved out of the centre of Paris
many years back, and now they’re trying to move them all over the place.
The main places to which industry is being decentralised are, as I said, 
the West, but also towards the South - the region around Grenoble. And the

capitalists noworkers are expected to follow this movement,, because the
longer like the idea of tightly 
industry and a militant working 
round about.

packed situations where you have a lot of 
class that lives in a tight community

What then is supposed to happen to Paris is that 
administrative centre, including scientific and 
the white collar workers that go with that. They 
of Paris the administrative centre for the State

it should turn into an 
technical industries - and 
aim to make the centre 
- which it virtually is

already - and to make the suberbs the administrative centre for French
industry*
Now this situation has led to a certain measure of crisis. Because for many 
years this industrial suberb has been virtually run by the French Communist 
Party. Many of the mayors in the working class areas are in fact communists 
This means that the CP has a real power in these areas. They are respons
ible for carrying out the plan. Often as not they are involved in housing 
companies, as well as in the development and planning of new housing
estates etc. This means that they are part and parcel of this project of
dispersing and defusing the Paris working class,
Now, in order to persuade the workers to leave and to replace them with the 
bourgeois or petty- bougeois population, they are willing to do anything. 
On the one hand they fight against the shanty-towns, the *bidonvilles’ in 
which the immigrant workers are concentrated in the most terrible conditions 
all round the periphery of Paris .* This is not because they want to improve 
the conditions of these workers. Quite on the contrary^ The slogan of the 
’communists’ is ’Why do they always come to us? Why can’t they go somewhere 
else?’ In short, they just want to get rid of them, so that they can 
’improve’ their ’civic amenities’. And in order to shift these immigrantd 
they will even go as far as direct action with the police, and whenever 
any actions develop with aview to stopping this expulsion, you find members 
of che ’Communist’ Party there as shock-troops to assist the police. So, on 
the one hand the Communists are organising the expulsion of the working 
class , both native and immigrant, from the suburbs of Paris so that they 
car. build high-rent accomodation at rates no worker could afford, and on
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An) No. French capitalism uses immigrant labour in a much more centralised 
way0.cConcentrating them in the heavy metal engineering industries, cars 
etc. Then in building and construction. And also in seasonal agricultural 
vorko But in the mines you have veryfew, because the working class around 
the mines has no possibility of finding employment elsewhere.
Qu) What about the textile industry? Because in Britain it seems that a 
large percentage of the labour force in textiles is immigrant.
An) No, for the most part immigrant
industryo The main problem there is 
in the Norht, you have a very large 
working in terrible conditions. The 
at considerable 
near the place where their husbands work, 
women spend hours going to and from work 
work 
work 
the

north. They've refused to accept soeed-up, 
production, they've fought against job-reorganis- 

inst all the definitions of what women can 
they've continued fighting, and have not only organised 
own, but also organised the occupation of certain factorie 
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ions taken up by hheir husbands and by the men they

as I say, you have two main developments within French capital- 
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struggle against theplans of French capitalism to destroy

workers don’t work in the textile
for the women. Because, particularly 
number of women working in textiles, 

and many of them live 
because they tend to live 

and are forced to commute. Some 
o ci..- xx - and in addition have the house-

to do when they’re not working in the factory.. .while of course the 
that they’re expected to do in the factory is always being pushed to 

limit.
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There have been, sinceSummer'69 sone very hard struggles by the women in 
the textile factories of the : : J
they’ve sabotaged the
ation etc. Theyve come up aga
and can't do but 
strikes of their
ies. They've had
reactionary posit
work with regarding the womens role in the struggle, but they have man
aged to overcome that and create a sense of their own position, their 
own rights and their own demands.
Qu) So far we've talked about the struggles 
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blackmail to drive for 
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been developing there?

An) Well,
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the coutry I would say that we are in 
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(At this point the conversation went onto another tack, Now the following 
are two articles about the reorganisation within the steel industry, the 
effects it has on one region in the Lorraine, and the struggle that devel
oped in one sector that was to be affected - the railways)

KNUTANGE NATURAL WASTAGE = DISGUISED SACKING
If you exclude Sollac and Sacilor, the number one problem in the Lorraine 
steel industry is the question of jobs. The De Wendel trust, one of the big 
steel-producers, has a*very simple plan. They are going to abandon their 
plant in the Lorraine region, and relocate their production in a new plant 
on the South coast of France - at Fos, near Marseilles.
At their factory at Knutange they plan to do away with 3,000 out of the 
present 6,000 jobs by 1972« At Hagondage there are also 6,000 workers.
De Wendel plan to shut down two furnaces by July and two more by the end 
of the year.

De Wendel have a simple way of reducing their work-force: they organise 
’naturalwastage’. For immigrants working on a contract they simply terminate 
the contract and bid them goodbye. For the others they use constant harass
ment: they make life as unpleasant as they can in the hopes that the
workers willleave of their own accorg. They also make vague promises about 
the possibilities of re-employment at Sollac or Sacilor.

AtKnutage there have been a couple of strikes, and a union planned occu} 
pation of the factory. On May I^th there was a meeting of 800 workers, 
mostly immigrants, at the gates of the plant. De Wendel was foced to call 
in the Flying Squad to prqtect himself: 160 of them came and squatted in 
the companies on ices until the danger was over.

from J’Accuse May I?th ’71

2) THIONVILLE - THE ORGANISATION OF NIGHT COMMAND0 GROUPS
(In June of theis year there was a very important rail strike in France, 
which began spontaneously at theAvignon depot, in protest about the un
acceptable shift working that has followed on the reorganisation of the 
railways, against intolerable workloads, and for a wage rise. The strike 
spread to other depots all over France, and was crushed, after II days, 
by a series of maneouvres by the unions, who had not succeeded in winning 
a single thing for their members...)
Here at Thionville there’s a particular local problem, in addition to the 
demands being put at the national level. The steel industry in the North of 
the Lorraine is being wiped out. De Wendel are not making profits here, so 
they’ve decided to move out. And the SNCF (French ^Railways) is doing the
same. They have decided to discontinue, starting in July, the services from 
Thionville to Hargarten, to Auden-le-Roman and Apach.These were the lines 
that served the De Wendel works. And what this means for the workers that 
used to use the line is that they’re going to have to take the bus. Which 
means getting up one hour earlier, and getting home one hour layer.

On Fiday June Ilth, amid general enthusiasm, All the 800 workers at Thionville 
station decided to strike,; A strike committee was immediately set up, com
posed both of members and of non-members of the union.- This was to be the 
general assembly of all the workers on strike, where they would collectively 
produce leaflets and information.
Another committee was also set up. A committee for the ’defence of the lines’ 
composed of local worthies. The strikers were hoping that the mayor of each 
of the boroughs that would be affected by the closures would undertake to 
inform the population, and would provide some financial support. But all 
they got was fine words.



Right from the word go, the strikers occupied the station, -The next day the 
occupation spread to the station yard, and then to the main telegraph office. 
Two hours later the police arrived and besieged the office. The strikers 
leava the telagraph office and the police take their pice in the building.
The response of the railwaymen to this intervention? During the whole of 
Saturday they stopped all traffic on the lines by sitting in front of the 
trains, while some of their number handed out leaflets to the passengers on 
the train and addressed them through a loudhailer:

l

'Ladies and Gentleman, users of the railways! We must take a stand against 
the central power of the State, which has not hesitated to use the forces 
of repression that you see here in the station, against workers who are 
very justly on strike. The strike committee of Thicnville station thanks 
you for yuor attention.'
ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS ’

-Passenger trains are stopped in the station. Their air valves are opened 
and all the alarm cords are pulled.. Since there's no air, they don't make a 
sound. When the driver re-connects the air supply so that he can leave, all 
the alarm signals begin to whistle. He has to climb down and disconnect all 
the alarm signals befor he can set off again...and that takes time.

-On three occasions theaTrans-EUROPE Express - a very luxurious train!- 
was stopped. The first time it was in the station. The strikers had dragged 
out a long table onto the lines, and they set it up in front of the train, 
and had the buffet-waiter serve them beer as they sat there. The second 
time it was sopped in the middle of the country by small explosive chardges 
placed on the lines. The strikers who werj hiding in the bushes by the line 
jumped onto the train and opened all the air valves: a20 minute stoppage. 
On the third occasion the TEE was stopped for three hours while the little 
train from Hargarten (one of the ligjss to be closed)came by, with its pass
engers hanging out of the windows applauding the strikers, much to the 
disgust of the people on the express.

-In the goods yaids goods trains were put out of action by unhitching 
goods wagons. The Coblenz-Paris train had to wait three hours because the 
lines were blocked by a series of wagons that had been unhitched. It finally 
got underway, but didn't dare atop at Thionville.

-On Thursday June I7th the police decided to intervene again: they say 
that strikers will no longer be allowed onto the platforms. When they heard, 
small numbers of people began to organise themselves into night time conando 
groups. They went into the cuontryside and stopped trains by waving red 
lanterns. Then they'd get up onto the train and pull all the alarm cords, 
and disappear again with the assistance of friens who were waiting with cars 
to help them get away. One railwayman managed to block ten trains in one 
night, all by himself.
IN THE MEANTIME the unions and the committee for the defence of the railways 
had done nothing but spout hot air. They broke up a demonstration organised 
by the station workers in the market square, and on the following Mondaythe 
workers were greeted by an official union leaflet saying that the strike 
was officially over, and that they were to report back to work. There was a 
great deal of anger, after the action of the last few days, that the union 
had done this: "The unions are always deciding these things from the top. 
They never consult us, the workers, down here." But at the same time, the 
feeling still remain.^..

from J'Accuse/Cause du Peuple June28th «



THE RACE PROBLEM
Anarchists have often neglected the 'race issue': perhaps this has 

something to do with the apparenttotalabsence of black anarchists. But 
it is one of the fundamental problems of existing capitalist society.

point of dep
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Earl Price*s article in Solidarity vol .6 no.? represents a useful 
turn by its radical critique of white support of black 
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If O.R.A. is to represent a distinctive analysis in the libertarian 
movement, I think it is a class analysis. But, just as itis simplistic 
to demand separatism', so it is also simplistic to say that whites and 
blacks are both members of the working class. It represents part of 
the analysis, but not all of it.

Fanon demanded that the Third World reject the European road of 
violence, exploitation, dehumanisation et al. The Third World has 
manifestly failed to follow his advice. Even if it had, we cannot
apply it to a Western industrialist society with an immigrant popul
ation. Black and white are interdependent, and necessarily must remain 
like this. In this country even the alternative of separate black
(counties)? isn't feasible.

The basic Black Panther philosophy (I am not discussing their 
Leninist organisation which is a different issue) states that the
problem of the 
The 'colonial'

American black is both a class one and a colonial one 
concept has been too often rejected with too little

analysis.
a

Unlike the Black in America, the Black British are not the desc
endents of slaves. But this does not alter the basic colonial relat
ionship of the two races. White British still regard Blacks as inferior 
and continue to be racially exclusive. Black British arc aware of this, 
and particular West Indians often, as Carmichael points out, have intro 
jected this assessment. Even where they haven't, they are forced to 
smart under successive patterns of rejection from the 'host community'. 
With the impotence brought about by the fact that they are a minority 
in a land whose population refuses to acknowledge them as indigenous 
British even when they are. Many West Indians came filled with illus
ions about the hospitality of the 'mother country'; they no longer 
remain.

The Black bourgeoisie may with varying degrees of success detach 
itself; often it doesn't bother. The Pakistani bourgeoisie is the
most obvious example of this. The pattern of rejection means that the 
black proletarian is more likely to identify even with a black landlord 
than with a white worker.

Two alternatives are open. Either we dispose of the race problem 
by repatriating coloured immigrants., Or we recognise that somehow
we have to produce a solidarity between black and white workers.

Cleaver proposed, for the States, specifically black and specif
ically white revolutionary organisations campaigning in their own 
communities and then forming inter-racial coalitions. The fact these 
organisations would be based on a class analysis would, he thought, 
mean that such a coalition would succeed.

The polarisation of racial groups is not a danger, but a reality. 
And this breakdown is not simply a division of white and black, but 

, into specifically ethnic groups - White, West Indian, African, Paki
stani, Indian and Chinese. We need to recognise this as a fact of life 
and procode from that



power groups

sovereignty of the individual 
to exist of a sub-culture

If this analysis is valid, then Cleaver is right to propose ethnic 
and coalitions across these. But this presents a danger 

of not merely accepting ethnic plurals sm but also of reinforcing it. 
Is it in fact a danger? If anarchists affirm the uniqueness and 

, then they should also affirm the right 
which includes ethnic sub-cultures.

There is a danger though. A rigid adherence to ethnic socialist 
groups and coalitions of same canbe taken to invalidate groups which 
are themselves coalitions. Again from a libertarian perspective, the 
group is per se a coalition of individuals in any case. In this con
text I moan coalitions of races.

Black caucuses in trade unions may be o.k.; but independent black 
unions are not.

An Anarchist analysis based on the situation as it is , rather than 
the situation as many would like it, therefore demands two things - 
the creation of xxkxiE cross-ethnic gx coalitions for united action 
and the creation of ethnic group organisations for relevant crises; 
and as a vital qualification, tho readiness to create inter-racial 
groups where tho situation demands those.

I noted that ethnic pluralism is looked upon by many and perhaps 
most anarchists as undesirable. But weshould remember the essentially 
authoritarian nature of assimilation, whether it bo the obvious of 
making all blacks attitudinally white, or producing tho 'coffee cream’ 
race aimed at by radical intogrationists. Assimilation is a desire for 
a form of purity, of homogeneity.

It is perfectly compatible with tho variety of socialism that 
would - as conservative critics point out - reduce us to an undiffer
entiated 
that has

mass, 
as its b

It is incompatible as an aim with a xixw way of thinking 
asis the declaration oT”Tlie differentness of each of

us.
Such a programme necessarily puts the anarchist at a disadvantage, 

since the situation remains predominantly that the anarchist movement 
is one of the off-shoots of white bourgeoisie youth radicalism. 
Anarchism as such is not necessarily bourgeoiso - that has to be 
emphasised. In fact tho developing rejection of vanguard groups by 
the working class is a development of an authentic proletarian libortar 
ian consciousness. But wo have to remember that it has, as a self- / 
defining group, become bourgoiose. Necessarily such a group is going 
to be riddled with bourgeoise ideology. (Proudhon represents tho most ® 
obvious founder of this tradition; Tolstoy is also part of it).

Part of such an ideology is integrationism. How many of us were not 
once liberals?

O.R.A. represents a significant break with this position and the 
liberal anarchism of 'permanent protest' and the revisionists. It 
starts from a class analysis. But that too can lead to a crude, simp
listic interpretation of the current situation.

The Black worker is not only a worker; he is also Black.

Tony Fleming.



Documents for further discussion

Northern Ireland (AKH)
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the Bogside is jobless.
Secondly, it is very important to the anarchist movement. The radicalization 
of America and England* such as it is9 is largely a result of the moral and 
economic effects of the Vietnam war? and Ulster is nearer than Vietnam. Already 
there is a general feeling that we should get out? this negative reaction can 
potentially be turned into an increased understanding of the state’s exploitive 
processes. There are obviouslinks and parallels between what the government 
(especially the present ’true blue’ Tories) do to the workers on the shop floor9 
or off it, and what they do to Irishmen. It is suprising that the Left in
Britain has done relatively little about this? they have tended to treat Ireland 
as an affair seperate from the situation here- which is just what the capitalist 
press claims. In my opinion* the anarchist movement fulfils no useful purpose 
unless it can utilize such an occaison* and will be discredited unless it does. 
Thirdly, our aims. ’’Bring the boys homo” is* on its own* a pointless stance 
because it leaves the so-called solution in the hands of the state, and does 
nothing to alter the fundamentally reactionary attitude of the British working 
class to Ireland.
What about the Protestants? Wo must accept that this is. a sectarian conflict 
as well as a potentially revolutionary one* and that a Paisleyite or Stormont 
victory is the last thing we want. Our goal is a classless secular 32 counties 
but the Protestants will not enter such an Ireland voluntarilly* any more than 
the colons accepted Algerian independence. Whereas we must institute
proportional local control* it must be in the context of the whole of Ireland* 
and this will involve destroying the Protestant grass roots organizations* from 
the Orange Order to the Slawhill Citizens Defence Committee. The IRA will not 
institute a progrenr against the Protestants, but the Protestants may descend on 
the Ardoyne or the Short Strand* and we must be ready to fight this.
Do we support the IRA? As far as I can sec they are the only possible
instrument of socialist change in Ulster. If we again compare the situation 
with Vietnam in 1959 the I'ronch had to be expelled before N Vietnam could proced 
to socialism (how and if this went wrong is another matter, though of importance 
It is cssevitjal that the military revolution contains the seeds of the social 
revolution* and both Officials and Provisionals have to some extent attempted
this. I do not sec the point of championing one against the other* mainly
because both have good and bad elements. Rather* we should support them as an 
in^ermm measure. I suggest our campaign is for
l' A united workers Ireland
2^ Support for armed struggle North and South of the border.

No negotiations with or recognition of Stormont* Westminster or Dublin. 
k4) Workers’ occupation of factories* community control of areas* etc* with an 
end view of Soviet’s control of Ireland* again North and South.
What can wo do? The conference should have sufficient experience of previous 
campaigns to have some idea* and therefore I leave this open for suggestion. . 
Perhaps a starting point would be the relative merits and fail ures of the 
yiGtnam campaign* buth hero and in America.
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to help out with the money® 
s not only the woman who is restricted in the nuclear family. Children 
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make a wider and more

present forms of
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how the’woman’s role* has developed under Capitalism? 
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communities
labour meant that women were decisively forced into the single role of 
minder—house-wife® (?). (*go to point 3)
3) The nuclear family restricts a woman to a role of isolated—from—other-peoples 
isolated’'within-herselfs- shopper* house cleaner* baby watcher and cleaner, cook, 
sex-.-.al object, consumer and commodity. Her job is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
and p2 weeks a year® She is house and family centred mentally and physically? a 
bored ax?cL boring person, because of little £riyate time for other interests® She 
may aloe have to got an outside job,

l u 2

are res'
relations
whole hal?
the only other relationships being institutionalized at school® 
also restricted? as his attitude and relationship with his wife
down? and he has little time because of a ^ob*, to
stimulating/demanding relationships.
4) It is not economically possible for the present 
women equal wages® If it ever were possible, this
situation of personal liberation,
limitation and exploitation of the home for the limitations and exploitati 
which their men are now suffering from.
exploitation, and to liberate themselves,
— by integrating their experiences and needs with others who are challenging 
Capitalism against different restrictions and roles ie blacks, old people, worker 
workers, men e uc®
5) The questions about why a women’s liberation movement should be seporate but 
within the main revolutionary movement are raised in the article on Women’s Lih 
irr Newsletter III.
6) Perspectivess
discussed in the Newsletter 
relate these demands 
a utopian picture of work for needs?
(Wo

a

adul

a fully thought out analysis, but 
we feel need to be answered. If 
stimulate farther discussion we have 

u some of the questions. Where we feel the argument
followed it bv a cuestion mark® Whilst it is on

would welcome criticism

Towards a Statement on Women’s Liberation!

t

!

•4

the immediate demands of the women’s lib movement have boon
. At present there have been very few attempts to

to any cohesive idea of the future® As anarchists we have 
equal pay for all, and commune families, 

feel that a libertarian society should aim tn give the children the maximum 
urity of personal relationships (up to about their teens?). While expanding 
ir relationships with more adults, and at the same time ensuring that no one 
It has full-time responsibility for them. Small self-organized extended 

families , though with the people not necessarilly being related, should prove to 
be more flexible and more personally rewarding for all concerned, than State
Nurseries or Kibbutzim are at present® They should involve men as well as women 
in looking after children® Ono possibility would bo to encourage old people to 
become members of the parent group.) This picture should not be lost, however 
x’emoved from this realities may scorn now.

The following are some of the demands which we feel link up with facets of 
what we are trying to achieves-

th

'■‘g is not intended to be
the kind of questions

o be made* Ifoping to
sible answers t
ly weak* we have
that we would particularly like 
point s rai sed ®

basic tenet of revolutionary theoryis a
n • *
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It

women) is
should? be

where the origins of
why it is that women as a

It was the devolopemeni of Capitalism from the possibilities opened up by 
Industrial Revolution which brought to society the ’division of labour’• 
_.-:>r<sly women has a subordinate role— probably due to their being unreliable 

workers because of being continually pregnant® (No contraception).(?)
Capitalist system further defined their role as the extended family and village 

were broken up as towns developed. The campaign against child 
child-
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or mother substitutes and they need
as in primitive tribes, or the

system which I understand prevails in all underdeveloped parts 
self-contained family consists of husband, 

, and does lead to particula- 
harmful (though veiled) subjection of women. It also leads to subjection 

to mother or father, or both? without any alleviating
provided by grandparents, aunts or uncles or children in a 
or extended family.
of capitalism by some other form of centralized society 
carried on in large units, even if these were under workers1 
don’t see how a largo industrial unit can bo democratically

organization
is taught

to undermine the

eption, and abortion 
anj i 3 a1 s t a tus, guilt 
prevents women being 

a at work.
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loale

s magazines- because of their content.

equal educational opportunities (?).

iho wo rn e rr s liberation movement*
and
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YTowards a Statement on Vomen’s Liberation?

weekends.
changing fashion, and against falsity of eg

c: p p o r t u n i 11 e s,
(?).

-o a xe ci schools.
i to be legally
etc*.- so that women can 
women at home— men eno 

ngs and at
constantly

c women*

I think perhaps anarchists should be careful to differentiate themselves from 
the bonureucratic neo-Marxists (i don't know whicn groups would come under this 
heading- certainly the Stalinists) in the emphasis on capitalism as the great 
er-emy of women's freedoms in fact, as Engels points out in 'The Origin of the 
Family, the State and Private Property', long before modern capitalism came into 
being, the first clacsoppression was the oppression of women at the very
beginning of civilization, as a result of class divisions based on some people 
grabbing the surplus over bare subsistence which was produced when people first 
developed agrlculrure. Agriculture led to the erosion of the tribal
cooperative way of living? it made it possible for some people to dominate 
others. Where the work and food are shared by everyone in the community there 

is no question of women being oppressed, and the domestic chores and the care of 
young children is regarded as socially necessary work. But domestic chores and 
child rearing do not actually produce the raw materials for food, clothing and 
shelter. ^'he division of labour between men and women gives men the oppoktuniy 
to dominate women as soon as these products of hunting,agriculture or whatever, 
become private property of the man who hunts or plou.ghts or owns the land and 
cattle and the tools.
In a boaureucratic collectivist state, Russia for example, the means of pr 
production are the property of the State. Theoretically everyone shares in the 
work of production and receives what they need out of it (ignoring the wage
differentials for the moment). But large scale industries and centralized 
government arc nocessarilly controlled by men? because children cannot bo
Txvoduced in lar.ge batches under centralized control- no doubt if they could be 
the Stalinists would have found a way of doing it. In fact they could
rrobabj.y be grown in tanks and the whole process of developement could be
controlled by beaureucrats with our present knowledge and techniques- but if we 
got to this stage we shall no longer be humans, but a new sort of species like 
the social insects.
As things arenow, children need mothers,
to be brought up in fairly small batches»
’extended family1
of the worldo The small monogamous,
wtfe and children .is a. product of modern capitalism,
T- V X
—* *

of.children either
affection or escape
or imitive community
tut the superseding
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control (although I

accepted as able to enter into contracts 
noId real respensibi1ities• 
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remedies
cooperation among women- sharing looking after children 
leadi.i
are 
if they

• *» < 
OV-

people who just pinch one and leave it parked near their destination* 
, so there must ho too much car stealing going

Ono might even extend the principle to buses 
g on branch lines closed by Beecham in remote districts with hardly

One has to show by practical demonstration that one can bo firm and 
I

come along to the sort of cooperative
I used to go to a parents’ group of the

at weekends for menand women, and a sort of 
room or in the garden for the children* The 
could do this kind of thing on a much more 
instance $ organization of cooperative
of the proves in Holland.) . Cars ought not to 
down an awful lot of wasted labour and fumes

controlled) 
family and produ 
the lie
especially •:! 
nurseries
of turning u; 
different oh
I think perh 
Women’s

would leave women subordinate to and less fi'ee than men, because the 
otive processes are still seperated and the women have to be in 

mes or other places whore the children are being roared? and e 
e women with very young children* I do not think 24-hour day 

would be satisfactory? they sound to me like a step in the direction of 
_is into the social insects* I think anarchists should have a very 
"jective from the mass industrial state of the neo-Marxists. 
aps 1 differ from the view expressed in 'Towards a Statement on 

Liberation’ in how immediate needs of women could be linked with a 
movement towards achieving them*
the actual demands a to j listed in this leaflet are based on the attitudes and 
ideas conditioned into women by our society and their rebellion therefore is a 
reaction against their bad situation within the framework of the general outlook 
of our society* They are looking for a solution partly by demanding things to 
be done by the §tato? through legislation, changes in the dducational
system in regard to sox—education and co—odoschools, change in law about 
mortgages, equal educational opportunities* (I think it is true that girls are 
discriminated against and prevented in various ways from studying certain
subjects and encouraged to study things that will fit them for their role as wife 
and mother. I think most of the demands should be encouraged? but I don't think 
this is where the main work of anarchists in connection with women's lib should 
be concentrated*) I think abortion should befrec on demand? but I am dubious 
about the kinds of contraception likely to be provided by the health sorvice- 
whehher the old-fashioned typo or the pill* I would like to explore other 
methods such as were practiced by primitive tribes, and believe there are herbal 

for restoring menstruation* But I think our job should be to encourage 
cooking meals and so on, 

;ng up to the beginnings of sharing communities. Women with young children 
lonely and overburdened, and those without cars can hardly move far from home 

have more than one child to lug around (i know, because I've tried it.)
I thjrk anarchists should try to get to know such women living near them and 
start small local groups for mutual aid* When I was living in Hampstead I used 
to go along to meetings of the local Stalinist front women's thing- the National 
Assembly of Women -they collected stuff for jumble sales and every time we met 
we would pick out things we needed for ourselves for a penny or two* Perhaps 
one could combine this with a playgroup- for young children- actually we started 
one and were given a room by the local welfare clinic. It did not work well 
though because there was no one around wher really had any ideas about real 
cooperation and mutual aid which could have acted as a kind of ferment— the mums 
who camo along tended to bo cliquish and objected to anyone outside the clique 
minding their kids etc* In those days I was a Trotskysst and still had very 
authoritarian ideas in some ways, also I had no perspective of it as a step 
towards a different sort of society except in so far as it would give me time for 
political work in other fields.
danger of making women seperate from men
Tdon't think This would bo altered one way or the other by having seperate 
meetings— it is really due to aggressive, sado-masochistic characters of people 
-'n our societys men feel their virlity depnds on their domination over their 
families, and women feel their own integrity threatened by the dominant males 
c uc •
refuse to submit to injustice without at the same time being aggressive* 
^hink mon ought to bo encouraged to
things they could share in and enjoy-
v-ogressive League that had mootings
-a; ay group being organized in another 
fli was not much good, but anarchists
-evolutionary scale. Squatting for
transport (cf the white bicycle idea
<:o bo private property- it would cut
grid congestion if they were treated as public property, as in fact they are by 

young i  
Apparently they get away with it

for the police to cope with
trains (e^

-jny buses*)



1 fDemand for Equal Pay/2
aspiration— resolutions to the Executive Council cm this subject 

for years from union branches- at least when I was in the
was constantly in our thoughts, but hover

think instead of demanding it wo should just go into 
where women work and start organizing action,, This 

s— who know that it can't be done by

is just a pjous
have been coming in
ABU1 during and after World. War II it 
was much actiontaken. I
factories and other places
is the only way. Especially anarchists-

of beauroucrats -ought to be organizing at factory level, shop levelgovernments
office level or whatever* But 
quite a job0 I think it could 
many housewives go out to work^i

as our forces are small at present it will be 
be linked up with local group work among women— 
some part-time, some full-time 5 the struggle for

equal pay would be an aspect of the wider movement for a better life for women.
But it must be noted that the whole buisiness about constantly needing more and 
more money is an integral part of the brainwashing technique for keeping
everyone so occupied with the rat race that they have no time and energy to
construct an alternative way of living. The brainwashing process is closely
linked with the family system- this written Rammanohar Lohia (former head of the 
Indian Socialist Party) expresses an important insight from someone brought up 
outside the Western cultures
"All active and ruling peoples of this civilization are infatuated with this idea of 
idea of an incroasingnatinnal output and a rising standard of living. In the
innermost recesses of the heart, what drives a person who belongs to this
civilization and gives moaning to life is the desire for a decent home and all 
that goes with it, wife or husband and children. The family may in past

civilizations have been a refuge for peace and social cohesiveness but it could 
not have played the dynamic role that it docs today* It propels the modern man 
to economic exertion, to secure a nice home for wife and children, so that the 
collective aim of improving living standards is ultimately bound up with the 
desire for family. The emotional basis for a revolutionary technology (he is 
not speaking of social revolution AV) derives in the ultimate instance from 
desire for home* The American and the Russian are without doubt similarly 
motivated in their emotional attitudes. No matter that the system of property 
rights in the two societies are so disimilar, the inside of an American and a 
Russian is moved by the desire for a comfortable home and an increasing living 
standard upon which the entire social edifice '" of a national rising output
rests. No previous human civilization has known the equivalent of the modern 
man with this emotional complex and, in this distinguishing trait of modern 
civilization, the capitalist American and the communist Russian are twins." 
(The Wheel of History pg 93* Navahind Publications, Hyderabad 1955®)

Class Analysis and Revolutionary Organization (KN)

'Class struggle useage up to now 
For liberals the basis of their ideas is some abstract principle- 'freedom', 
'culture' etc* To which they dream of society approximating. The principle 
is a consolation for the nastiness of everyday conditions of life* Thus in a 
real sense (not scoring debating points) their politics are basically escapist. 
For individualists the basis is their owm security (a minority like Sid Parker) 
or insecurity (*...<,"1 am- a sovreign individual- look at me, take some notice!") 
Politics- the action of people on their conditions -doesn't enter into it 
because they accept what is as natural (ie they aren't interested in the 
conditions which created them- they sprang from the womb full ^rown).
There is also the school of thought which tends to make 'the working class' an 
abstraction every bit as unreal as 'freedom', 'the individual', to whom class 
struggle is a magic phrase which confers salvation. 
The first two spend many harmless and useless hours in demolishing the idol 
which the third worships*

****** *******
Class struggle isn't an Aunt Sally or a tablet of stone, it is a method of 
looking at society and trying to understand its inner workings and its general 
movement *
The liberal is content to work with the surface appearance of things- it is this 
surface that he bewails or secs visions in.
The individualist doesn't accept the words and categories being used as 

meaningful.
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is whose general tendency is
shape). One ’disadvantage’

to another (boring job)? but they are related
’ is to keep conditions such as the

we’re all educated now” -but
general sense- a pay rise of 10$ means profits rose

* ’ / > organization was the working class (in a

Strangely (?)
"elected repr
And individualism easily slips into elitism
<ew sho can see it all will bo CK).
>he massof people are a lump which is acted upon. Perhaps this is why 
individualists often rttack anarcho-communists and syndicalists as pseudo- 

bolshevik- they are projecting their own views on us©
xuansiorr<0

Syndicalism has always had the problem of not knowing whether the syndicalist 
substitution akin to Lenin’se and

sometimes compounded with the Vanguard idea— see the european syndicalist 
papers) or whether it is an agitational-cum-propagandist group.
bellowing from this one tendency has been the natural evolution, forced by 
dealing with day—to—day ’bread and butter’ issues which a ’union’ must deal with 
■since,even if its leaders are revolutionary, its masses will have immediate 
economic demands they want pushed), into a. reformist union with a verbal

The statement that the basis of
in danger of becoming a platitude (
(like Marx) one looks at society a

things aren*t simple progressions, 
bat a complex pattern of progressio

continually acting on each othero (A lump of ir< r.
u mass but a moving multitude of atom
same overall

>ad
s> problem

forms perhsp-s- ”
are stable in a

Left at this (above) ’’class
The next step is

•h.

struggle" may bo accurately descriptive but it is 
not analytical^ The next step is that the ’conflicts of interests’ are the 
motive force keeping the whole moving and developing- they are not just the 
effects but the causes too* This is an equally complex picture because there 

is not in fact a tiny .group of top-hatted gents who meet every Tuesday to 
consciously plat the misery of the working class, HJT9 BUT9 there is a definite 
ruling class, who, because of their material conditions (by which is meant their 
tenth, their wealth, their education etc), have a view of the world, a
consciousness, which gives them to understand that it is ;natural’ they should 
r.ulo6 ‘best1 they should, inconceivable they shouldn’t.
This consciousness is expressed through all the communication and ’normal’ 
rolaclonships in society- through all the media? implicitly in ’oducatich’ (the 
wav It’s defined as well as the way it works)? ’work’ (ditto), and above all in 
’common sense’.
This question of consciousness is the key to revolution. people’s view of the 
world has to change so mcuh that they can no longer act and think in the old 
ways. Kow, a revolutionary consciousness isn’t the sudden dawning of an 
appreciation for ’culture’, ’freedom’-, individuality etc (though they may be 
aspects of it,). It isn’t the adoption of a nice set of ideas, but a radically 
different way of relating to the world, developed through experience, thinking 
about experience, and bringing this to bear on future actions.

*****************
There are throe main groups of views about the dcvclopement of ’working class 
consciousness’ each of which has organizational implications.

u, by themselves, the working class can never develope
’, that revolutionary ideas are 

class by the professionals’. For the Leninists the
the ’invincible cadre of leaders ’ ’ (Gf Healy) and in

j people to obey them ("the crisis of mankind is the crisis of revolution
ary leadership" LL Trotsky in the Transitional Programme).

enough this is the ^ow of the liberals (and social democrats - 
esentatives doing what you’re too stupid to do for yourselves"), 

(it’s all going to collapse and us
The common factor is that to all of them »• '' — — -- - - z

he massof people are a lump which is acted upon

However, for the revolutionary such
the beast isn’t understood it can’t
Glass struggle is the antagonism of
different economic power, and views
differing ma.cerial conditions.
economic, inequality (Marx) is
target for iconoclasts) unless
made up of continually moving pa??ts~ so that 
unchangingly so- a to b to c ~
t r a’U s f o r ma t i o n s
sol:’ d
the 
illy lea- 
every 
charigi ng 
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q sight more)

for ifan analytical tool is indispensable
be dealt with and changedo
interests between (groups with ma? 
of the world which result from the. 
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and an easy 
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is the creation of long-term? broad-based
self-consciousness.
means are identical.
movements are dubious and we are
as much as to radicalize and aid mass movements*
The second view is the crude ’ourierist* (workeritis for people who aren’t ex
politics students) position held by many ’class struggle’ libertarianso This 
view is that the working class has a revolutionary consciousness born in it? or 
administered with its mothers milk. That any action or thought of the working 
class is right (eg that pilfering? as a reaction to exploitation atwwork? is a 
’revolutionary’ response). This is a pretty hopeless formulation in practice? 
it boils down to saying that ’what is to be will be1 and hoping for the best

the mass organizations (or
servicing group-
needs to be able 
interpreter of ideas and events 
make a revolution grow- :
people in the organization learn and be open to 

they’ve got the truth they miss everything)- brut

with this is the CNT-FAI formulas regular purge 
ruling elite who keep the organization on the

Personally I think it compounds the problem rather than 
up in total control at a time when it was far to

who were nonetheless attached enough to bo
their leaders.

this monolith idea is still strong*
owards this

attachment to ’syndicalism’- this is the fate of the only remaining union of
any importance which calls itself syndicalist— the Swedish SVERIGES ARBETAREN CENTR 
CENTRAL*
The only known method of dealing
of the members? devclopemcnt of a
straight and narrow,
solves it? the EAI elite ended
the right- of its membership
demoralized by the treachery of
Unfortunatelythe attraction of this monolith idea is still strong* the main
tendency of syndicalism is towards this end. Each small group wants to become
a CNT, The SWE? durings its active existence-. hadi£ a much better view- it saw
itself as a grown acting within a much wider context than its own garden. It
never saw progress in terms of a mass SWF but in changes in the working class
movement which might create a mass organization. Changes which it wanted to
detect? help? and take part in creating. I can’t emphasize too much the
naivity of people sloganizing like Trotskyists and hoping for the ’movement’ tp
emerge. It’s already happening? the point is to be part of and change it.
Anarcho—communist organization must accept the basic premises of syndicalism— 
the class struggle? the organization of revolutionary mass movements (Laurens
outlines this well in pamphlets 2 and 5)9 whilst being broader in view? subtler 
in analysis? and with greater scope in work.
The organization is neither vanguard— the repository of all wisdom? nor is Et

■ ’going to be the mass organization’). It is a
for its own members and for things that are useful (and it
to decide which are)? a library for past experience? an interpreter of 

always putting things in context (we want to ma
not be social workers)? it needs to bo able to help

impressions and events (not so s
sure xneyve got tne ■urutn ’uney miss everyining;- uu.l it must have a sense of 
history as well (continuity without inflexibility)2 the organization is nothing 
more than the contact between individuals but it answers collective needs
because people collectively are different from people individually- as I’ve said 
before? a lone individual cannot remain a revolutionary? so the organization by
its existence will devolope and change the people (which is only another way of
saying that people interact and so its not a question of group vs individual).
Finally? in different situations we are after different ends. The general aim

? mass movements with a high level of
In some situations (factories? housing etc) the ends and
In others (universities) the possibilities of long term 

out tomake individuals become revolutionaries

soon.
The balanced view is naturally more complex. That by its life situation the 
working class has the potential of revolutionary consciousness in a way that is 
not generally true of other classes (obviously all classes can make revolutions 
to different ends and at different periods in history and Tom Nairn’s develope- 
ment of the ’educational surplus value’ theory in the Beginning of the End
suggests new possibilities).
The source of many of the ideas we hold is the ’norm’. So many of the ideas 
the working class hold are reactionary- they are supposed to be. Not because 
of any overt plot but because the working class is subjected to the crudest? 
least dis.guised? values of our society. (The intellectual? with his mind on high 
Higher things? just doesn’t have the same life experience. His ideas may be
4ust as poisonous and conformist but in a more palatable way.)
The distinction is that the workin*^ class also by its life situation has both 
more regular conflict? in undisguised form? with authority and is forced to 
develop a solidarity and help which is foreign to the middle classes where the 
forces work in the opposite direction.
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to other people in other 
things can he learnt, to ho neither a 
follow along tamely applauding any 

happening.

The source of revolutionary consciousness is everyday experience— the solidarity 
of a well-organized shop or site, natural human reactions to inhuman demands on 
feelings and effort- hut it doesn’t have to develop? or if it does it doesn’t of 

41 is the task of thealways potentially present and i
protect it and nourish it.

”re here for® develops an idea of how we should work 
is to generalize the things that have
in a particular place,
how it relates
so that 

source cjrtsicie people’s experience? nor 
time anything happens? hut to be a part

necessity last* It is
revolutionary to help it?
From this view of what we7re here 
The main task of the revolutionary 
occured to a small group of people 
the origins of their situation and 
situations? to pass on information 

e outside pe

NOTES ON Leadership (TF)

This is an attempt to throw out some ideas towards 
consistent anarchist position on the vexed problem 

the devolopemont of a
of leadership?and to try and

bring some concepts somewhere in the realm of integration.
The spectrum of views on leadership among anarchists range from the leninism of 
some comrades to the anti-organization position of the individualists. It is
debatable whether we can call any one of them specifically anarchist. 
But if CEA is to be the seed of the new society within the shell of the old, it 
is not enough to postpone the issue until after the revolution.
Socialist Current views a vanguard as necessary in the pre—revolutionary phase, 
superfluous afterwards. In this they seem to fit in basically with the example 
of the FAI in the mass movement ’syndicalist’ CNT. In fact of course the view 
that Lenin’s vanguard theory owed more to Bakunin than Marx is now something of 
a cliche. The FAI’s position in the CNT docs represent a reality which as 
anarchists we have to recognize as a possibility, the concept of "an elite of 
devout militants controlling a public mass orgnaization of partially converted
workers".
White Panthers UK (a group hitherto ignored by anarchists, but with an ideology 
with distinctly libertarian connotations and perceptions) provides an alternative 
model. That the party is a catalyst, that it initiates action but does not 
control it, allowing it to develop in its own way once it has got off the ground
Solidarity with their view that "a socialist society can only be built from the 
bottom" and that "meaningful action, for revolutionaries, is whatever increases the co 
the confidence, the solidarity, the egalitarian tendencies and the self activity 
of the masses and whatever assists their de—mystification" come much closer to a 
pure libertarian position.
The Socialist Current position seems to, in fact, specifically reject the IW 
organizational concept by its clear distinction between the need for a vanguard 
before the revolution and its superfluity afterwards. But historically, with 
the classic example of Bolshevik vanguardism leading necessarilly to Party 
conflict with the factory councils and workers’ management, we can hardly claim 
this is a distinction to make. And if this criticism is valid for them, it is 
equally applicable to the FAI’s role in the CNT. But this loads toa. crucial 

point. The specific reason for the creation of the PAI, and its takeover of 
the CNT, was the increasing reformism of the ’syndicalist’ union leadership. 
And in a sense these militants were only doing what the founders of the CNT had 
done in the first place- formed a committed minority among the uncommitted.
The White Panthers practice of their role as a catalyst (to be fair I’m thinking 
of one specific action) has meant initiating a squat that, allowed to develop in 
terms of the dynamics of the squatters, was nothing more than acrowd of heads, a 
as broad—orientated as any capitalist. In other words, it is not enough to set 
off a chain of events. It is necessary therefore tostay involved in anything 
one initiates.
The Solidarity position seems to assume continued involvement. But in practice 
they seem to be split. They identified with the view that one should not put a 
hard revolutionary perspective in community action, and that the ’locals’ should 
control their own action. But they wore obviously very disapproving of the 
squatters for their allowing the families to evict non-payers of rents equally 
they vrere, seine years ago, pretty cynical about the Factories for Peace, because 
workers often had pretty right-wing prejudices. In other words, there is 
ambiguity. And it is important because it is an ambiguity that is shared by
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become shop stewards,
to transform 'chose organizations into organs or

ASA has argued for syndicalist unions* Such a strategy 
the present time. They should use their power to

introduce structural reforms, as the right of recall, decentralized power etc as 
well as to present a revolutionary perspective to the outside world,
Where an organization is launched by libertarians, clearly right of recall is 
going to be part of the structure. But again the organization has to be launch
ed in terms of a libertarian perspective. To some extent the downfall of the
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"we-are—the-only—anarchists" sense)® Thus ararchiets 
tenants1 association re i1 

transform 'chose organizations
'‘1st unions*

They should use their 
decentrail

squatters was that their sole inherent function was to put families in empty 
housess this was not seen as necessarilly involving a commitment to the value of 
solidarity and the repudiation of the concept of rent®
Leadership has two connotations, Ono is the ideological one, the other the

1 specialist’one, China has periodically provided, within a totalitarian system, 
a classic example of the organizational conflict between the two. And the
example is significant, because red vs expert was. in fact the collision of the 
political elite with the managerial elite, involving the uncomfortable (for them) 
fact that the managerial elite had never been anything but bourgooise. And this
provides the key.
Research with groups appears to indicate that ’leadership’ is not a ’personality 
structure’, but situation-specific? and is most effective as the latter. Which 
tics in with common sense. When you want to repair a television you don’t go to 
a plumber. The Northern Eskimoes provide a cultural example of thiss people 
turn to the older men foradvice, but there is no coercion forcing them to accept 
it. Situation-specific leadership is about problem-solving, however, and not 
about ideological positions. And it seems to me necessary to accept that, until 
the average participant has attained at least something of a libertarian
commitment, then it is invalid to make him a representative.
Frequently, it has to be faced, actions that militants become involved in are 
local enough not to involve delegates. Which is all too the good and a line of 
developement anax’dii h ts are clearly committed to. Here it is pure example and 
’strength of personality’ that the militant has to rely on. In delegation, I 
should insist, I am not saying that only militants have the right to become 
delegates. What I am saying is that non—militants should not be encouraged to 
become delegates. And, unpleasant as it may scorn, at that level during the
early stages the militant uses the traditional condioting to submission, while 
at the same time demolishing it and replacing it with a self-assertion clearly 
tied to a libertarian perspective.
These arc, I repeat, simply some ideas thrown out towards developing a concept of 
leadership— which involves the view that anarchist organization is not about the 
form of the now society within the old, but forms having within them the
probability of being liberativo. Which in turn involves the view that the 
revolutionary can never simply bo a catalyst. As ho is intent on transforming 
hisf'ory? so reality of historical devoloperaent must transform him in a 
dialectic interaction.
I also rcco:gnizo many comrades will feel my position has no right to claim the 
tzFtle of ’libertarianism’. This may be a valid criticism in itsolfs we should 
beware though of hurling the phrase ’leninist’ tn avoid constructively answering 
rosjtions in a constructive form which can be validated.



'Polities of Community Action' (Solidarity Vol.6 
for the revel’

a 7utionaxy that are of
no. 9) points 
fundamental 
community 

area and attempt
out certain lessons
importance. The most basic is the characterisation of
activists as bourgeoise radicals who move into an
to change it. Such activists perpetuate the tradition of the middle 
class solutions to working class problems
..is a new type of export*" As stated elsewhere
lusion that presenting a total revolutionary perspective is a pass
port to failure.

    2?cl
So "She sympathetic activist.. 

, I reject his con-

At the same time I proposed an ideal model for a revolutionary 
commune - one that combines raising revolutionary consciousness and 
presenting a different way of relating. Jin Peter regarded this as 
"a fog of fantasy."(Newsletter 3)

should explain 
conventions of cap- 

is hardly experimenting vrith the alternative
Pairly obviously I don't agree. But perhaps I

why. If "the commune which tries to reject the
italist® morality".
society", I'd love to know what is. I suspect Jim feels that worker- 
controlled factories within capitalism are more realistic - his
involvement in and contributions to the 
Bulletins suggest as much. The logic of 
style economy. I for one don't see this

Sheffield Communal factory 
this thesis is a Yugoslav- 
as revolutionary.

Invalidating Jin's alternative- docs 
position. I am still required to answer

not necessarily
his rejection.

justify my

The basic position I adhere to is class-focused. Therefore to 
claim that standing up for a revolutionary perspective in community 
action is valid doesn't mean a declaration for Utopia, but an ident
ification with the developing working-class movement for control of 
al 1. areas of life. The example of John Maclean on the Clydeside
(to take one) in the 1916-20 period shows that revolution and even 
wage increases can bo linked as long as such a link is continually 
affirmed. Raising revolutionary consciousness is a simple way of 
saying this: the task of the revolutionary is to stimulate the demand 
for increasing self-management.

This by itself is inadequate, because capitalist attitudes will 
adapt it to fit the concept of competition. The experience of China 
(e.g. Report from a Chinese village) shows that there is no necessary 
step from 'each according to contribution' to 'each according to
need'. If we are to consruct a society based on mutual aid, then we 
need to create the consciousness of this as a possibility, and this 
means structures in which people can function on this principle 
successfully.

it means

The commune of the Community variety .(Newsletter
2) falls into the pitfail I suspect Tom Woolley is talking about 
when he invalidates total revolutionism. It has manifestly failed 
to have a radical effect in its eighteen months of existence because 
it is detached from bread and butter issues like rents, income, etc., 
whicb can be related to questions of community control. The idea of 
the community workshop does offer people a rc-al alternative because 

a drop in people's living standards if, as is desired, 
people choose it rather than straight jobs. The factory a man works 
at belongs to him; that is what ho should take over. A factory prod
ucing according to nc-ed at a subsistence level is ultimately as 
irrelevant, even if more revolutionary, than a competitive workers' 
controlled factory.

The commune that fails to link community control with a nutualist 
perspective is equally non-revolutionary, though certainly more 
effective, because it does not link the present demand with a future



vision. Nevertheless, its effectiveness gives it a potential the 
purist alternative doesn't have.

Community action does not involve work - that is a problem for 
industrial struggle. It does involve such basic struggles as the

relate to needs

The typical TA. is a rent-orientated group. The radical TA is orient
ated to community control. This means the involvement of local 
people in planning for their area, in redevelopment, even to the point 
of associations having their own architects (c.f. Roadrunner 50 - 
inadequate but useful.;. It means also rent struggles consistently 
linked with the concept of people's control over their own lives and 
the solidarity of tenants against landlords. The vision that the land
lord has no right to exist.

It also means self-help organisations, like pre-school playgroups 
run by mothers in the area. It means community centres controlled, 
and managed by the community. It means care groups for the old people. 
And even wholesale bulk-buying co-operatives. And claimants' unions. 
But CU's by definition involve the pre-asumption of unemployment and 
the welfare state. They are thus essentially where trade unions are 
now by definition. At the same tine they perpetuate the capitalist 
ethic of grabbing as much as possible - an ethic which is incompat
ible with one based on mutual aid.

Nevertheless the unemployed need then to have enough to live. Is 
it possible to develop, even within that context, a revolutionary 
perspective? Only by seeing them as a means of survival and regard
ing the SS or dole as an enemy, much like the boss - and handouts as 
crumbs and not legal rights; the sane as wages. Therefore a demand for 
a living income and control of that income by the claimants. This is 
a revolutionary demand again because it talks of workers' management; 
it is also revolutionary because it is impossible within capitalism.

The question of the ethic of competition versus that of mutual aid 
is a crucial one, not least because the incompatibility of the two 
provides the rationale for a purist position that constructs alternat
ive systems and does not relate to current needs or situations. As 
stated, itis incompatible. But the demand for more wages/less rents 

a right; that wages themselves as well as rents arc forms of exploit
ation - again a link: with the demand for people's management that 
solves the incompatibility of exploiter and exploited by disposing of 
the former. That a man has a right to have his needs mot and a right 
to manage his own life.

The demand for community controlis often in fact reformist.By 
nature . To demand that the TA has its own planners, its own archit
ect, even where he is no more than an advisor, is parallel to the 
Panther demand for community control of the police. But where it is 
seen as simply a step in the drive for a self-managing autonomous 
commune (in the Paris 1871 sense) it becomes potentially, though not 
essentially, revolutionary. It is one step beyond community control 
of police but it does not make the resident a planner, which is the 
ultimate objective. In the end we need to remember, there will still, 
even in an anarchist society, be some people more informed than others. 
As long as those remain advisors and have no authority-role this is not 
contrary to libertarianism. In a nutshell, the community activist is 
effectively revolutionary when he links immediate problems and their 
solution with revolution; a revolution aiming not only at community 
management but also a solidarity that involves interdependence based 
on mutual and idividual need and not ability. TONY FLEMING.
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The terminological point. It seems to me tbnt 'State Capitalism' 
is inadequate as a characterisation of the Russian system. It seems 
necessary to me to make a distinction between state capitalism and

The former is roughly the system in the U.S. and here, 
the system in Russiaoand the other communist countries. 

, one of the 
of Socialism'

state socialism,
the latter is
The distinction is made quite clearly by George Lichthein 
most intelligent of Marxists, in his ’Short History of So
(g-eorge Weidenfield and Nicholson, t9?C):-

State socialism may be regarded as a perversion of au 
social ownership. State capitalism differs from it princ
that it retains private ownership of the means of production: typ
ically in the form of corporate monopoly. Unlike private capitalism 
it acts systematically to promote employment, if necessary through 
the wholesale waste of public funds on armaments and other un
productive forms of expenditure which (unlike public housing) have

the private sector. (p.32O)
complete economic power is in the hands 
in state capitalism, for all the govern- 

the economy, many decisions are still
T not suggesting that state social

capitalism, merely that they are 
different as the apologists for
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ite the economy 
..._So I am 

is any way preferable to state
different; though obviously not as 
either system would like us to belief©.

Terminology of course is not that important, but the fact that 
the Russian system should be designated state capitalism seems to me 
interesting. It seems to me that it is symptomatic of a tendency on 
the Left to insist on using the terns 'capitalist' and 'capitalism' 
for any aspect of social reality that one opnoses on the assumption 
that there couldn't possibly be anything non-cap^ta'_st that needs 
opposing. The assumption of course comes from Marxism but it seems to 
be shared by many who are hardly Marxists.

There are many groups on the Left who have perceptive criticisms 
of particular aspects of society which owe little or nothing to 
Marxism. Once such groups require an overall framework for the dis
cussion of social and political questions, however, they tend far 
too readily to take over wholesale the Marxist categories. This, I 
think, applies very much to groups sue h as the OZ-typc sexual 
revolutionaries, but it also applies to an extent to anarchists.

To return now to the Newsletter, it seemed to no that the state
ment in 'Debate on libertarian organisation' that ORA has a 'class 
analysis of society' and 'views the State as being the reflection of 
the class divisions within society' was very much like the sort of 
simplistic use of Marxist categories that I refer to above. Obviously 
it is not possible to discuss here all the issues, relating to the 
concept of class, and anyway I don't feel qualified to say anything 
very dogmatic on the subject, but there arc one or two points I 
would tentatively make.

Firstly it is true surely that the tern 'class', as used by Marx, 
was defined in terns of the economics of a free market. I wonder then 
just how meaningful the tern is in a situation where the market is 
increasingly manipulated by vast firms and by the state. Furthermore
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It seems to me that if an anarchist critique requires a clearly 
identifiable enemy, it might be more meaningful to talk of the tech
nocracy, as defined for instance in Theodore Koszac's 'The Making of 
a Counter-culture1 * * * h, than of capitalism or the bourgeoisie. This perh
aps seems like a mere terminological quibble, but there are, I think, 
substantive as wel.l.± as terminological issues here. Whether one talks 
of capitalism or technichracy as the enemy, however, one should 
beware of developing a manicheean picture of society as composed of 
obvious goodies and obvious baddies. It is surely the case that there 
aren't too many obvious goodies and obvious baddies. What there is is 
a mass of people with a kind of psychological investment in the esta.b 
lished authoritarian society. It is the task of anarchists to break 
the hold that established institutions and ways of doing things have 
over people. How this is to be done, of course, is another question.

I should make it clear perhaps that in the above remarks I am 
not attacking Marxism and the use of Marxist categories in discuss
ing society and the state, what I am attacking is the crude use of
such categories. I think in fact that the Marxist categories can 
provide insight into many areas of the current 
they shed considerable light on the sourcesss 
policy. I am thinking here of studies such as 
Age of Imperialism'„

Reading through what I have written I am
haps not made points as clearly as I might, a 
the fact that I an not entirely clear in my own mind on 
issues. My main point is really that terns such as
'capitalism' should be used with care 
xxgx rather than hinder an understand 
and politics.

Yours,

jus th

ney U..-0

Bob Borsley,
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time and difficult

might well develop into a further
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deliberate limiting

and influence*

capitalism and see if
perhaps we could

is not enough> I find many of the

ous

There are

keep the turnover of people going

AN ANSWER

political consciousness» But

mainly serve to mystify the

Having made no obvi

what he

the creation ofof the people to take

if he means something

conventions of capitalist.moral ’ 4-vlt9

ORA pamphlets so far have been 
and little of the here and now

Just what does

an even worse generalisation® The criticism of communards living off sup-

COMMUNES - CERTAINLY AN ALTERNATIVE

look closely at thetheir life-style then

of the exploitation of an often un-

there is anything we could reorganise and tackle

alternative society5-® Why not? He follows this with

two years;

alter or effect, but Jim does not raise

controlling part ina-

rejection of that concept with the words J’is hardly

thinks various communes do

As an individual in the large machinery of industry, education, and
z

involved in it for nearlyt/

these *

children and since this task is of vital importance to

and inward-locking as the nuclear family, but often there are enough internal

whole subject and make it large and unreachable., Living communally is ai;

willing majority by a comfortable m

and rather .meaningless statements about

society I see little against them being paid for a full-

those people talking advantage of state benefit are

Newsletter no/5 came as rather a shoe
of kwlx communal living ideas in

He merely makes generalised

concerned with past theoretical perspectives
practise. Communes are an attempt to put theories into practice®

ust what; commune living does

It is true that many communes tend to get as self-centred

plementarv benefits is much more woruh attention but I would like to remark

i.nority; the manipulation of people by
money and therefore usually power; the

further into the topic®

last year operating as secretary

of this general statements he dismisses

attempt to.break down
struggling, transforming within one’s own .experience® beujLxiig with inter
personal relationships, domestic problems,and the economics of organising 
a community can act as a good kicking board for wider fields of activity

subject of society into its components, exam

piecemeal® These blanket criticisms of Jim’s

him it follows that we need not go

;k to me since 1 Lave been closely
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the Lowther by 11pm

and come to

c ommunication v ■

deenly felt

Id by other politically

course losing the extra day. Comrades who

and desires of as many of our

Letter from SARAH ENO*

take you right to the Univrsity.

wi th

find.For those arrivng on Saturday the 9&

ve1s be cause we

closing time should write to Terry and we

find it impcssib1e

, to realise

istraticn have decided on acomclete shat

the river should be easy to
(not the 9)and the 17 bus will

Movementa

11 make separate arrangements.
"fork is a small town and the Lowther is by

time but the addmin-

And living comm

and of course the whole mass-’media scene does its best to emasculate

segments of the population^

aially is a fight on one fr-on

of say

and imaginations in mutualc-ur envirinment with cur own

sty in
in our small cooperative ways,

no longer accept the leadership doctrines

want to do it not because we are tol

and alter it* Only

cannot make

Secu Commune

will it be a truly and

There were supposed to be three Newsletters before conference but
material was net forth comming. the address^ will be changed for the
next production at the conferance however if you continue to send material 
to 65 Vine st Fork. I will forward it to the new editor.

Finally a word about the supplement. We have been trying to orga
nise a meeting in the town with Labour, CP ,Pacifists and left groups on 
campus ,we hope you’21 be able to use it wThen Widgery makes his excuses. 

Fraternally
Neil Hunt
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